End Stage 3 English – Exposition – Grade C

Fred Williams

Trees on Hillside II, made 1965

Fred Williams captures the feeling of the Australian bush. I agree because he uses outback colours and gives us the feeling that about there.

His use of colour shows us that the Aussie outback is harsh, burnt but a free friendly place.

His use of texture makes us that the outback is a rough, burnt wild sort of place.

His use of lines and shapes are very random because he hasn’t used a border.

Fred Williams lived to paint. His life consisted of only fifty-four years between 1927-1981.

I think Fred Williams captures the Australian outback but is very unusual.

Grade Commentary

Kim has demonstrated a sound knowledge and understanding of the content. Kim has shown an adequate level of language competence, and correct terminology has been used. Stronger use of persuasive language and additional detail is needed to support the viewpoints expressed.

Kim’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade C standard.